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Interesting Facts for the Week
In 2013, the German airline Lufthansa noticed something on their planes that was not really seen back on land. Once in the air, passengers craved tomato juice. Around 1.8 million liters
(476,000 gal) were being served annually, making a Bloody Mary as popular as a beer. The unusual phenomenon even encouraged those who would not otherwise drink tomato juice. Once
again, volunteers were gathered, this time in a grounded Airbus A310. Drinks were served, but the passengers found the concoction “musty.” However, during simulated flight conditions,
the Bloody Mary’s popularity took off. Happy passengers now described it as “pleasantly fruity.” The curious culprit is umami, our fifth taste sensation. The other four (sweet, salty, sour,
and bitter) are fearful fliers. Airplane noise, low humidity, and cabin pressure dampens them but not umami, which picks up on savory flavors. Flying conditions could partly be responsible
for notoriously bland airline food, but they also explain why a Bloody Mary is a high-altitude favorite. Tomato juice is very savory, which is appreciated by the passengers’ only surviving
taste buds.
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the future

After School Detention



February 19-24
After School Detention

Kent


The end of the 4th Six Weeks is next
week—start planning ahead to make
sure you have covered the right
material…

Be sure and keep students bell-tobell. We have some that like to
roam and bend the rules to the
breaking point.

Pena






Board meeting—Monday, February 19th @ 6:30.
February 26—Teacher workday – 7:30-11:30
March 8—District OAP in Vernon
March 8—Early out at 2:35 and begin Spring
Break.
March 9-16—Spring Break
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Classroom Parties beginning
@ 2:00
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6:00—HS BB @
Crowell
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End of 4th Six Weeks
OAP Festival in Olney
Harrold Performs @
12:45
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